
WHII SOL 6 Study Guide  
 

1. What is the term for a government that includes 1 royal ruler with unlimited power? 
2. What was the term used to describe monarchs who believed their power to rule came from God? 
3. Who was the Absolute Monarch of France?  
4. What palace did he have built? What document did he eliminate? 
5. Who was the Absolute Monarch of Prussia?  
6. What was his country known for? 
7. Who was the Absolute Monarch of Russia?  
8. What did he do to his country? 
9. What was knowledge based on before the Scientific Revolution?   
10. What did knowledge become based on after the Scientific Revolution? 
11. What did each scientist discover or prove:                     

a. Copernicus b. Kepler c. Galileo d. Newton e. Harvey f.Bacon  
12. What did each of the following Enlightened thinkers write:      a. 

Locke b. Hobbes c. Montesquieu d. Rousseau 
13. What 3 natural rights did Locke believe in? 
14. What type of gov't did Hobbes believe in?  
15. What 2 freedoms did Voltaire write about?  
16. What U.S. document contains his ideas? 
17. What did Voltaire believe should be separated? 
18. What U.S. document contains this idea? 
19. What 3 powers did Montesquieu believe should be separated? 
20. What U.S. document explains these powers? 
21. What were the 2 parties to Rousseau's idea of a contract? 
22. What document did Thomas Jefferson write?   
23. Whose ideas did he use? 
24. Who painted Liberty Leading the People? 
25. Who wrote the 1st novel? 
26. Who was the composer from the Classical Era? 
27. Who was the composer from the Baroque era? 
28. What were 3 new technological advances that came about during this Age of Absolutism? 
29. What were the 2 sides in the English Civil War? 
30. Who led the Royalists?  
31. Who led the Parliamentarians? 
32. Who won the English Civil War? 
33. What happened to King Charles I? 
34. Who took over England as a dictator? 
35. Who took over England when the monarchy was restored? 
36. What religion was James II? 
37. Who did Parliament invite to overthrow him? 
38. What did James II do in this situation? 
39. What did this revolution become known as?    
40. What was created at the conclusion of this Revolution? 
41. What political body did this document empower?  
42. Who did it take power away from? 
43. What was the name of the social class system in France? 
44. Which estate will begin the French Revolution?  
45. What were the 2 major influences of the French Revolution? 
46. What event kicked off the French Revolution? 
47. What was the name of the period during the FR when thousands of citizens were guillotined? 
48. What happened to King Louis XVI after he attempted to escape?   
49. Who rose to power after the FR began to settle down?  
50. How did he come to power?  


